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Metallizing is evolving as a versatile coating solution 

for steel bridge elements and has seen increased 

recognition by multiple transportation agencies, 
including the U.S. Federal Highway Administration 

(FHWA) and the Canadian Ministère des Transports du 

Québec. Metalizing is a term commonly used to 

describe the practice of thermally spraying molten zinc, 

aluminium or zinc/aluminium alloy on surfaces of 

exposed steel elements to provide both physical barrier 

and effective sacrificial protection through galvanic 

action. In order to derive the maximum benefits of 

metallizing, bridge designers need to know the slip 

resistance of metallized faying surfaces required to 

develop slip-critical connections in the bridge structure. 
This helps to eliminate the current labor-intensive and 

time-consuming practice of masking off all connection 

faying surfaces to preserve their conditions prepared in 

accordance to prevailing design standards. Therefore, 

the ability to design for and supply coated faying 

surfaces is an important option, and achieving a reliable 

slip resistance is an essential variable in this option. 

This presentation will discuss results of both short and 

long-term studies performed to characterize the slip 

resistance of metallized faying surfaces used with high-

strength bolted slip-critical connections in bridges. 
Steel connect surfaces are exposed to unforgiving 

ecological conditions and consequently require 

reasonable erosion security so as to safeguard basic 

uprightness in the long haul. A few techniques are 

commonly used to ensure steel parts against erosion, 

including: 

Manufacture from a consumption safe compound 

(enduring steel)  

Protection with a covering  

Blend of the two strategies  

Among the various sorts of defensive coatings being 

used, painting and galvanization are regularly used. 
Another sort of consumption safe covering is turning 

out to be increasingly more mainstream in Canada and 

the United States for securing designed structures: 

metallizing.  

Metallizing is an enemy of consumption treatment that 

comprises in showering liquid metal, normally 99.9% 

unadulterated zinc, at fast onto the surface to be 

secured. The zinc in a split second sets upon contact 

with the surface and makes a covering that secures the 
steel through the methods for protection and 

conciliatory activity. Because of this electrochemical 

procedure, the less respectable metal, for this situation 

zinc, will consume rather than the steel.  

Galvanization is proportionately restricted to the size of 

plant bowls and is typically used to treat optional 

scaffold components, for example, propping and 

guardrails. With metallizing, notwithstanding, there is 

no restriction concerning the size of segments that can 

be dealt with; this procedure can hence be utilized to 

secure essential individuals. 
Notwithstanding giving an enemy of destructive 

completion, the chose covering ought to likewise have a 

slip coefficient that meets the prerequisites of slip-basic 

darted associations. North American extension plan 

details (Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code 

(CHBDC) CAN/CSA S6 and American Association of 

State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 

Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Bridge 

Design Specifications) direct that blasted associations 

must be slip-basic on the off chance that they are 

exposed to stack inversions, effects, vibrations or if 
slippage could be biased to the structure while at 

administration load levels.  

The obstruction of slip-basic associations is reliant upon 

the grating between faying surfaces when exposed to 

shear pressure. The state of these surfaces is in this 

manner a significant boundary in the obstruction of 

such associations when they are in administration. 

When planning slip-basic associations, the designer 

must know the slip coefficient of faying surfaces so as 

to make the fundamental estimations. While existing 

plan codes determine a few sorts of surfaces, they don't 

give the slip coefficient to faying surfaces that have 
been metallized. For the present, connect fabricators for 

the most part veil the faying surfaces of blasted 

associations preceding metallizing. This is a profoundly 

work serious errand and acquires extra development 

costs in light of the fact that the veiling, which is made 

out of sticky tape, cardboard or steel plates, is applied  
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and expelled physically. The slip opposition of 

metallized associations is right now being concentrated 
so as to diminish creation costs and ensure steel 

surfaces all the more viably.  

The Research Council on Structural Connections 

(RCSC 2009) diagrams the normalized strategy for 

qualifying the slip obstruction of coatings. This strategy 

includes two tasks. In the first place, momentary 

slippage testing is performed to assess the mean slip 

coefficient. In the event that outcomes are palatable, a 

drawn out strain creep test is done to guarantee that the 

covering doesn't experience noteworthy wet blanket 

disfigurement while under steady pressure and that the 

killjoy doesn't antagonistically influence the drawn out 
obstruction of the association. 

The United States covers an assortment of atmosphere 

and introduction zones, which fluctuate significantly as 

far as temperature, moistness, bright radiation from the 

sun, contamination, and airborne salts. Along these 

lines, it can't be normal that all consumption insurance 

frameworks (defensive covering frameworks or 

consumption safe composites) will perform similarly 

over the United States. This implies site conditions 

themselves will assume a significant job in the choice 

procedure. The exhibition anticipated from a strong 
consumption security framework is exceptionally 

subject to the general consumption advancing 

components related with its encompassing, "full scale" 

condition. A extension's large scale condition is 

characterized by broad, nearby climate measurements, 

for example, precipitation, temperature, and level of 

contaminants, for example, chlorides. Maybe 

increasingly significant is the "small scale" condition 

related with explicit scaffold individuals or 

components. The smaller scale condition for a connect 

component is characterized by its material, setup, and 

direction comparative with sprinkle or overflow from 
the street, and introduction to coordinate daylight, 

which may pressure assurance frameworks over the 

long haul. Under these definitions, each scaffold has a  

 

 

 

solitary full scale condition, however a single extension 

may have a few diverse miniaturized scale conditions. 

The neighborhood condition, or full scale condition, of 

a structure considerably impacts the pace of 

consumption of uncovered steel and the disintegration 

of the defensive covering. Generally, erosion engineers 
have grouped the general, full scale condition 

encompassing a structure as mellow (rustic), modern 

(moderate), or serious (marine). These overall 

characterizations are of some restricted use to the 

scaffold planner as a beginning stage for deciding the 

suitable degree of consumption assurance required for 

the structure. The architect should start by surveying the 

encompassing condition for the subject scaffold with 

explicit spotlight on the potential for salts or injurious 

synthetic substances to contact and stay on the steel 

surfaces and for over the top measures of dampness to 
recognized. 
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